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Structure of the Atom

Directions: Answer the following questions on the lines provided.

1. How is the chemical svmbol of an element determined?

2. What are atoms composed ofr

3. Are electrons, protons, or neutrons the smallest particles? If not, what are?

4. How many types of quarks are there and what is the name of one of them?

5. \Ahy do scientists use models to study atoms?

5. \Ahy has the atomic model changed over time?
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7. Why is the current atomic model called the "Electron Cloud Model"?

Directions: March the term in Column t with the definition in Column ll, Write the letter of the clrrect deiinition

in the blonk ot the left.

Column I

9. neutron

trO. nucleus

11. proton

12. quark

Coiumn II
a. positively charged particie

b. negatively charged particle

c. neutrai particle

d. smalier particies that make up
protons and neutrons

e. positiveiy charged center of an atom
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Masses of Atoms

Directions: Answer the follawing questilns on the lines provided.

1. What are isotopes?

2. How do Boron-10 and Boron-11 differ?

5.

3. What is the average atomic mass of an eiement?

4. Compare and contrast the atomic structure of the chlorine-35 and chlorine-37 isotopes.

Supoose that a newly discovered element called centium has three isotopes that occur in

t uirr.. These are centium,20Q, centium-203, and centium-209. Assume that these isotopes

occur in equal amounts in nature. What rn ill be the average atomic mass of this element?
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t Chemical Changes

Directions: t)sethe equatilns below to lnswer the following questions.

Zn(s) + S(s)-+7n51t;

1. What are the reactants in this chemical reaction?

1

3.

'v\4rat is the product?

What is the physical state of both the reactants and the products?

L According to the law
reaction is 14 g, what

of conservation of mass, if the totai mass of the product in this chemical

must the combined masses of the reactants be?

5.

-6.tlt 7.

zHr(g) + Or(g)-2HrO(/)

What name describes the product in this reaction?

What names describe the reactants?

What are the physicai states of the reactants in this reaction?

8.

o

What is the physical state of the product?

What do the coefficients tell you about the ratio of the reactants?
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I0. How many units of the product are produced?

Directions: Write chemical equotians for the follawing rel(tilns.

tr 1. One unit of methane gas, CHa, plus two units of oqrgen gas, 02, prociuce one unit of carbon

dioxide gas, CO2, and two units of liquid water.

12. One unit of aqueous aluminum sulfate, A1,SO4, pius three units of aoueous barium chlorid-e,

BaC!, yield two units of aqueous aluminum chioride, AlC12, pius three units of soiid barium

sulfate, BaSOo.

13. Two units of soiid sodium, Na, plus one unit of chlorine gas prociuce two units of sodium

chloride, Clr, a solid.
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Chemical Equations

Directions: Answer the foltowing questions using complete sentences.

1. Describe, in words, a balanced chemical equation' Give an exampie'

2. Use the law of conserr.ation of mass to expiain why a chemical equation must be balanced'

Directions: Bolonce the foyowing equations. tf you need ltelp, review the steps for laloncing equotions in yaur

turtbook. use the space below for your work.

3. H,(g) + Clr(g)-+HCl(aq)

a. N,(g) + Hr(g)-+NH,(g)

5. Li(-.) + FeBrr(aq)--+LrBr(aq) + Fe(s)

e. Al(s) + HCt(aq)-+NCl,(aq) + H,(g)

7. Li(s) + N,(g)-+Li,N(s)
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